Steam bath LED downlights.

Tylö LED downlights are now available for your steam bathroom. The model comes in two appearances, one for your new Tylö steam bathroom and one that'll simply replace your halogen lamps in an older Tylö steam bathroom. The downlights have a warm-white glow (2700–3200K) and is also very economical on energy, with extreme endurance. The light is built in to the ceiling, and with a diameter of only 42/65 mm they blend in with the rest of the steam room interior. Are sold per piece. IP class 65.

When switching from halogen lamp to LED it’s necessary with a new transformer. If having 1-4 lamps in your steam bathroom, you’ll need the small transformer with 240 V/2-18 V, 6 W and 350 mA (Art. 9090 1022). If having 4-10 lamps in your steam bathroom, you’ll need the larger dimmable transformer with 240 V/15-32 V, 5-12 W and 350 mA (Art. 9090 1022). If you as a customer will be needing even more, for example between 15-20 lamps, we recommend two transformers of the larger size.